In 1951, Howard Hawks thrilled movie audiences with his
cinematic adaptation of John W. Campbell’s novella, “Who Goes
There?” That film, The Thing from Another World (1951) , was
designated “culturally significant” by the United States Library
of Congress in 2001 and was selected for preservation in the
National Film Registry.
In 1982, director John Carpenter’s re-make was cautiously
anticipated by horror and science fiction fans. Carpenter had
wowed us with Halloween (1978), one of the great slasher/horror
films of all time. And, with his re-make, John Carpenter’s The
Thing (1982), Mr. Carpenter did not disappoint. A cast of
seasoned and veteran actors, an unprecedented variety of alien
organisms in the film, and ground-breaking creature effects by Rob Bottin resulted in a truly frightening movie experience
that was also more true to Campbell’s story. The film is still considered by many to be one of the top ten science fiction films
of all time.
Black Heart’s 1:1 scale Thing wall-hanger, sculpted by Danny Wagner, captures one of the less prominent versions of the
alien organism from Carpenter’s film, the split-head alien which was seen only as a cadaver and in two scenes. Having seen
professional GK artist John Allred’s work on a Black Heart Thing for one of his clients, we asked him to write a Thing painting
article for our website. And, just as Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Allred did not disappoint.
Thanks, John Allred, (one of our favorite GK artists), for making Black Heart look so…err…so… good?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
John Carpenter’s The Thing has classic creature effects, physical effects that really made the film and still hold up today.
I've had the chance to do Black Heart’s Thing bust a couple of times in different ways. This time I wanted to take a classic
approach to it but forgo too much gore so we can concentrate on getting a realistic look to the skin, eye and teeth.

After prepping and primering the bust white, the first thing I
wanted to do was get a basic flesh tone down. I do, from time to
time, use premixed flesh colored paints, but for the most part, I
prefer to custom mix them, as everyone has a bit different and
unique look to their skin tone. I used Liquitex acrylics Sandalwood
as a base with just a drop of Turners Yellow and Prism Purple. I
airbrushed this over the entire bust.
SKIN EFFECTS
There are many way to get great skin effects as everybody has some blemishes, dark spots, birth marks etc. And on top
of all that, an alien life form has taken over this body and is transforming from one shape to another. So, I started off
with a basic spatter effect using a flat headed brush and the tip of my thumb to flick the paint onto the bust. My wash
was composed of the basic fleshtone with some Burnt Sienna mixed in. The wash is thin but thick enough to stay in place
and not run. I suggest practicing on a piece of paper to see the patterns that can be created and to get control over how
you lay down the paint. The great thing about all of these different techniques is that they can be pushed back by simply
applying more base coat fleshtones with your airbrush. I did some mottling and veining a bit later on and we'll cover
those, too.

SHADING SKIN
As with most things in this hobby, there are numerous ways to get the same effect. Some people have mastered the
airbrush and prefer to use it for shading and most everything else. I've always found that when doing fleshtones, using
pastel chalks was the closest thing to applying make-up in a traditional fashion. So, mixing a reddish brown, I apply the
chalks with a soft brush into all the stretched and creased areas of the skin. I also use a straight violet purple and go
around the inner eyebrow and nostrils. After this was done, I pushed everything back with a mist of the fleshtone so it
looks like it's under the skin.

THE MOUTH
I always try to lay in all my basic colors whenever
possible to get an idea of the contrast levels I am
creating. Again, using the basic fleshtone color as
my base, I add some Liquitex Crimson Red Orange
and, then, just a drop of Mars Black to kill the
color a bit. I use a hand brush to paint the entire
inside of the mouth.
Your tongue has an array of colors, white, pinks,
reds and even some purple on it. And, since these
two heads are being stretched beyond all human
endurance, I keep in mind the fact that skin will
lighten in color when stressed and also turn red
when tightened.
So, I take some lighter fleshtone and do some dry-brushing along the ridges on the tongue and gums. Finally, I'll use
some dark red pastels to go between the teeth and inside the deeper gums, always sealing each pass with Dullcoat.
MOTTLING AND VEINING
I've always been a believer that, when it comes to fleshtones, less is more. After all, you’re just giving a hint of depth and
color. So, using the airbrush I mix a wash of light blue to paint veins along the temples, forehead and cheeks. I mix a little
red into the blue and do some light purple veins nearer to the stress lines along the stretched skin. Next, I'll mix a little
Raw Sienna and do some tiny mottling on the jawline, cheeks and chin. Again, this will be toned down with the basic
fleshtone color so it only hints at being visible. Subtlety is the key.

Now it's just a play of light and dark. I push more dark red pastels into the stretch lines and spray a light shade of the
fleshtone onto the top of the stretch marks along the top of the head until it looks really tight….and painful.
THE TEETH
I've always been fascinated with trying to paint realistic
teeth. Most people don't have Hollywood smiles with teeth
that blind you. They are stained to a certain extent from
years of eating and possibly smoking. So first I paint them
using either Liquitex Parchment or Badger Minotaur
Ancient Bone. Both work great for a base coat.

Using a hand brush, I wash the teeth with Golden's Yellow Oxide air brush
paint. It works great to give them that off white enamel color. Using a hand
brush, I tone them back up with the bone color so they just have a hint of
yellowing, especially towards the gums. I come back with a brown pastel
and darken the teeth upwards towards the gums again. I seal all this work
with Dullcoat.
At this point it's a matter of choice as to how white or yellow you want them
to be. I always favor a darker look to teeth as painting them too white tends
to make them look fake and difficult to photograph.
Once I finished the teeth, I glossed the mouth with Liquitex Gloss Medium.

THE NECK
The Thing’s neck is a twisted mass of alien forms worming their way through flesh and muscle. I decided to keep the
colors somewhat organic going with a dark golden brown on the spores and alien skin forms. I added some blood spatter
at the bottom of the neck just to add a little gore and after I painted all the spores I added some Interference Green as a
highlight just to give them an alien sheen.

FINISHING TOUCHES
Once I was satisfied with the look of the neck, I turned my attention to the eye. I painted the eye light blue with some
red veining around the edges of the whites.

The last thing to do is to gloss the eye and then re-glossing the inside of the mouth and the alien spores.

This was one of those fun pieces that can really give you a lot of challenges with so many different facial parts to paint,
not to mention some alien parts too. When doing a project like this, remember to have fun and to keep in mind that
there are many ways to get to where you want to be. I suggest that you try as many kinds of techniques as you can to
get there.
Black Heart just keeps putting out great busts and wall hangers for us to paint and The Thing is a real icon in their line.
JA
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